
August 4,2005 

Anthony J. Principi, Commission Chairman 
Member, 2005 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 S. Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Principi: 

Thank you for allowing Arizona State University the opportunity to provide comments regarding 
the DoD recommendation concerning the Warfighter Training Research Division in Mesa, 
Arizona. 

This Training Research Laboratory is located immediately adjacent to the Arizona State 
University's Polytechnic Campus. Arizona State University supports the Lab staying in place and 
being removed from the BRAC closure recommendations. However, if the BRAC Commission 
decides against maintaining the status quo for the Lab, Arizona State University strongly urges 
the BRAC Commission to consider "privatization in place" for the Training Research 
Laboratory. This creative option would prevent the degradation of the critical training research 
work currently underway at the Lab and would allow an enhanced partnership to be created 
between the Lab and Arizona Sta.te University. In that context, please find attached a document 
entitled "In-Place Privatization of AFRL-Mesa". 

As the nation's fourth largest university, which presently manages over 2000 research contracts, 
ASU stands ready to assist the Air Force by investing up to $2 million per year in the research 
enterprise of the Training Research Lab. ASU is also fully prepared to make sure the Research 
Training Lab continues to meet the objectives of the Air Force. In addition, the "privatization in 
place" option would meet objectives of this BRAC round by reducing property holdings and 
implementing other cost savings mechanisms. "Privatization in Place" would save money, allow 
for growth in current synergy, k;eep a valuable workforce in place, ensure no training research 
disruption, and would satisfy the "competition of ideas" principle set out by the Technical Joint 
Cross-Service Group. 

Attached is a fuller explanation of this option and some recommended language for consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Michael M. Crow 
President 

Enclosure 

DCN: 7190
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What the 2005 DOD Assessment Lacked 

Technical JCSG focused on first of only two guiding 
principles: "Provide efficiency of operations by 
consolidating technical facilities to enhance synergy and 
reduce excess capacity;" 

Ignored the second principle: "Maintain competition of 
ideas by retaining at least two geographically separated 
sites, each of which would have similar combination of 
technologies and functions. This will also provide 
continuity of operations in the event of unexpected 
disruption." 



Military Value (MV) Analysis 

Technical JCSG used same attributes to assess a wide variety of 
unique technical functions 
Result is an understandably large number of groupings or "bins" (39) 

Very few like units for comparison 
AFRL-Mesa "competed" in three groups with mixed MV results 

8 of 65 units in Human Services Research 
86 of 87 units in Human Services Development & Acquisition 
48 of 49 units in Human Services Test & Evaluation 

Subjective analysis, based on different weightings in the three groups 

indicate: 
Mesa's relative strengths in people and synergy 
Mesa's relative weaknesses in physical environment and 

operations impact 
Bottom Line: MV did not drive the recommendation to close 
Analysis done without access to many TJCSG questions/answers 







Military Value Summary 

Very subjective analysis points to: 
- Mesa's total capabilities less than many technical sites in the mix 
- Mesa lab performs limited functions (Human Services) very well 
- Weakness in physical environment is tied directly to limited 

missions 
- Environmental metric has no impact on the Human Services 

work 
- Mesa has a very talented workforce 
- Mesa scores high in current synergy relative to other sites 

Again, military value did not force this recommendation 
This analysis done without answers to all TJCSG 
questions 
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Outstanding - AFRL - Mesa Performance 

2005 Excellence in Team performance - TSPG 
2002 DOD Modeling & Simulation Award for Training 
2000 ScientificlTechnical Achievement Team Award 
2000 Annual DOD Anti-Terrorism1 Force Protection 
Recognition Award 
1999 Red River Valley Pilots Association Award 



What's Chanqed Since 1995 

Increased growth in aviation and business synergy - 
supporting AFRL - since the Williams Gateway Airport 
and the Williams Campus were founded in 1994 
- Williams Gateway Airport & East Campus have attracted 35 

companies 
- T-38 Avionics Upgrade and Apache Helicopter Maintenance 

Program 
- 6,200 students from ASU and Maricopa County CC 
- Boeing, LMC, and LINK Lab Support Contractor Teams as well 

as five other aerospace companies - 175 employees 
- International customers, Air National Guard, Air Combat 

Command 

AFRL already benefits from the synergy in existence in 
Mesa 
- Joint activity 13 



Recent Initiatives Building Synerqy 

New $12M ASU facility to house ASU Applied 
Psychology/Human Factors Programs in 2006 
A $5M "Decision Theater" designed to study decision- 
making in a highly-mediated, immersive visualization 
environment opened in May 2005 
New 275,000 sf ASU Macro-Technology Works building; 
purchased a $120M facility from Motorola for $30M to 
house Army Research Lab's new Flexible Display 
Center, which ARL funded at $43.6M for the first five 
years (option for $50M more for second five years) 
Many of these technical developments will be of 
relevance to the Warfighter Training Lab 





ASU Vision for the Future 

East Campus received 600 acres of facilities from Williams closure 
- Current 

630,327sf 
4,000 students 
900 beds for on-campus living 

- Future 
3.2 million sf 
15,000 students within next 10 years 
3,400 beds for on-campus living 

ASU research trajectory extremely aggressive 
- Backed by investment from State and private sector 
- Two $50M grants in the last two years 
- $1 75M in externally sponsored research in 2005 
- 2000 research contracts 
- $180M in research infrastructure in work 





A Better Idea 

Preserve AFRL-Mesa research capabilities and regional 
synergy near the warfighter through in-place privatization 
- Retains the independent AFRL-Mesa capacity in place under 

public or private sector management 
Current AFRL staff retained as contractor employees 

- AFRL-Mesa remains a USAF contracted agency 
- Permits additional public and industry investments or 

contributions to expand research and lower USAF costs 
Includes $2 million annual contribution from ASU 

- Preserves the strong education and industry synergy for future 
expansion and ability to test new warfig hter training concepts 

Satisfies the Technical JCSG "competition of ideas" 
principle 





Property Transfer Authorities 

Two useful real estate and equipment transfer authorities 
- Long term lease (50 years or more) under 10 USC 2667 to an 

LRA or to the contractor 
This authority often used in Enhanced Use Leasing initiatives 
This option useful if AF desires ATlFP building standards for AFRL 

- Economic Development Conveyance under Section 2905 of the 
BRAC statute through an LRA (like Williams Gateway Airport 
Authority) 

Title or lease transfer is to the contractor entity 

NOTE: There is no OSD requirement for defense 
contractors to function in facilities built to ATIFP 
standards 

I - FY 08 program includes ATlFP upgrade to AFRL - Mesa 
buildings 20 



Privatization-in-Place Successes 

Air Force Metroloqy Center -- Newark AFB (OH): '93 Commission 
concluded that "the workload can either be contracted out or ~rivatized in 
place" - property was transferred to the local Port Authority a'nd leased to 
AF contractors - 95% of the contractor employees were former AF civilians 
(saving Local 940 high tech jobs) - AF saved $300 million in relocation 
costs 
Naval Air Warfare Center - Indianapolis (IN): City took its privatization- 
in-place proposal to the '95 Commission. and the Commission "stronalv u * 
urge@) the Navy to allow privatization of these assets" - Hughes Technical 
Services (now Raytheon) was selected as contractor - propert & 
equipment transferred to city - 1,970 former Navy employees of 2; 175 
applicants) hired by Hughes 

Y 
Navy Surface Warfare Center - Lexin~ton (KY): '95 Commission 
recommended closure, but called for "transfer lofl workload. eaui~ment. and 
facilities to the private sector or local jurisdiction if the private secior can 
accommodate the workload" - property transferred to Louisville-Jefferson 
County LRA and in turn leased to United Defense L.P. and Raytheon - 
preserved 820 local jobs and saved relocation costs to the Navy 



What ASU Brings to the Proposal 

ASU's contracting, financial management, and 
facilities management experience 
ASU would propose to keep current lab 
leadership 
Invest $2 millionlyear in the lab's research 
mission 
Help expand knowledge capital 
Expand the mission of the lab through 
collaborative warfighter training missions at Luke 
AFB and the Goldwater Range 
Ability to leverage additional federal funding 

ream bevond - DQJI 22 



Com~arative Costs 

One Time 
Costs 

Privatization 

Mesa Share - 
BRAC 
Recommendation 

$2.8 M 

20 Yr NPV l mplementation 
Period Savings 

Increased savings primarily due to savings in MILCON 
Saves $3.15M in annual recurring costs 
$76.2M NPV over 20 years 

Annual 
Recurring 
Savings 

Does leave AF personnel in place 
Does not consider contract cost of AF research 
Does not address the manpower reduction issue 
Does not include ASU's commitment to $2Mlyear in the lab's 
research mission 







Draft language for your consideration.. . . 

Commission Findings: The Commission discovered a number of factors relating to this 
DOD recommendation. First, as with many of the Return-on Investment (ROI) 
calculations, DOD took improper credit for savings as a result of military personnel 
moves, thus inflating the overall ROI. Second, the COBRA model assumes that 75% of 
the AFRL-Mesa research lab civilian force would move to Dayton, OH when the lab's 
functions are transferred, while a local survey of the workforce indicated 80% would not 
make the move. Not only wodd this further inflate the ROI, but it ignores the significant 
challenge of replacing this quality workforce. Third, it was clear that the decision to 
move the lab to Wright-Patterson AFB to consolidate with the rest of the Human 
Effectiveness Directorate was based on assumed synergy at Dayton, not Military Value 
(MV). It was the nature of h4V determinations in the Technical Joint Cross Service 
Group (TJCSG) that there were very few like units in the mix to determine relative merit. 
This was due primarily to vast differences in function and size. That said, it can be 
determined from functional weighting of the exact same attributes and metrics and from 
where AFRL-Mesa fell in the Research function mix (very high) relative to where it fell 
in both the Development & Acquisition and the Test & Evaluation mixes (very low), that 
the lab's strengths were in the "People" and "Synergy" attributes. Thus the synergy that 
already exists to support the mission would be abandoned in order to re-create that 
synergy in Dayton. Fourth, \vhile deviation from legislated criteria was not as substantial 
as some other DOD recommertdations, it was clear that the TJCSG ignored the second of 
its two guiding principles, "to maintain a competition of ideas by retaining at least two 
geographically separated sites . . . (with) a similar combination of technologies and 
functions." Fifth, neither the .4ir Force nor the TJCSG had benefit of an option brought 
forth by the community which would serve to build on current synergy in Mesa. The 
Commission found many potential advantages to this privatization option that should not 
be left out of the decision process. Finally, based on cost avoidance of moving this 
mission along with the offer o f a  $2 million annual contribution to the research effort 
there by Arizona State University, the potential 20 year Net Present Value of the 
privatization option exceeds the DOD recommendation by as much as $50 million. 

Commission Recommendation: The Commission finds that the Secretary of Defense 
deviated from criteria 5 by improper accounting of some factors that contributed to an 
inflated ROI. Further, the Commission found that the TJCSG ignored its own guidance 
in determining that the AFRL-Mesa lab should be moved to Dayton. The Commission 
does, however, concur with thr: DOD recommendation to close the Air Force Research 
Laboratory (AFRL) at Mesa. Based on the significant advantages of leaving this 
important work in-place, the Commission recommends that the Air Force transfer the 
AFRL workload, equipment, and facilities to a university-managed Air Force contractor, 
acting in cooperation with the affected local jurisdictions. To the extent that the 
workload is transferred to the contractor and to the extent that the Air Force continues to 
contract its Human Services research with the lab, the civilian (and military, at the AFYs 
discretion) workforce should rcmain in place to continue to perform the lab's functions. 



ASU ARITHMATIC ON CDMPARATIVE COSTS FOR MESA PRIVATIZATION 

We do not have the COBRA knowledge to compare costs precisely, but below are our 
calculations that show comparative cost of privatization included in our briefing. If we add 
in the ASU contribution of $.2M per year (it is not yet clear whether this will be applied in a 
direct or indirect way to AF research efforts) the comparative 20 year NPVs are $65.8M for 
the BRAC recommendation imd $1 16.2M for the privatization initiative. 

1. TJCSG recommendation to close Mesa and other labs claims: 
One-time Closure Co1sr.s: $164.4M 
Implementation Period Costs: $45.OM 
Annual Recuning Savings: $4 1.1M 
20 Year NPV: $357.3M 
NOTES: The bulk of the one time costs are MILCON and Moving Expenses. The 
savings start in 2009 fiom Personnel and Overhead. Our arithmetic cannot precisely 
re-create the numbers (assume some rounding andor other minor adjustments), but 
we come close 

2. MESA Share of the Above Numbers: 
One Time Closure Costs: $2.8M 
Implementation Period Savings: $l3.8M 
Annual Recurring Savings: $3.9M 
20 Year NPV: $65.6M 
NOTES: These numbers are taken directly from the MESA portion of the COBRA 
runs available on the :BRAC website. Bulk of one-time costs are Personnel (RIF, 
early retirement, etc) and Moving Expenses. Bulk of Implementation period savings 
are recapitalization, personnel salaries, and base operating support. Recumng 
savings are the same. The NPV is different than the one we showed you yesterday, 
due to a dumb mistake (had the year 2025 in my head, so used 19 years beyond the 
implementation period instead of 14 years). 

3. Privatization costs: 
One-time Closure Costs: 0 
Implementation Period Savings: $32.1M 
Annual Recumng Savings: $3.15M 
20 Year NPV: $76.2M 
NOTES: For one-time costs, there may indeed be some minor costs associated with 
transitioning the civilian workforce from GS to private sector, but since just about all 
of the BRAC costs in this category were due to personnel, moving, and shutdown, we 
zeroed it out. For the implementation period, we took the savings that DOD took, 
plus some savings on MILCON. Wright-Patt has a MILCON expense of $42.6M to 
accommodate realignment of 142 people there under this TJCSG recommendation. 
We decreased that number by the ratio of 61 to 142 ($18.3M) and added it to savings. 
The decrease in annual i.ecurring savings is the result of adding back in the $750,000 
per year military personnel cost (we question whether DOD ever should have 
assumed this cost savings). 




